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Interferometric and dual beam observations of daytime
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Abstract.
We report new observations made on April 11
2000 over Jicamarca of daytime spread-F-like irregularities.
These irregularities are extremely rare and were first re-

since these

events

were

not

observed

with

the

Jicamarca

ionosonde. ESF irregularities are common nighttime phenomena, and their name comes from the spread nature of

portedby Woodmanet al. [1985].The main featuresof these the echoesthat they produceon ionosondes[Berkner and
new observations,which are similar to the previous ones, are
Wells, 1934]. They can also be detectedby coherentand
that they were: (1) two ordersof magnitudestrongerthan incoherent scatter radars, in situ space probes, radio propthe incoherentscatterechoesat the F peak, (2) observedbe- agation and scintillation experiments, and airglow. For a
tween1400and 1600LT; (3) characterizedby smallDoppler comprehensiveoverview of these nighttime phenomena, the
shifts([vd]< 1 m s-X);and(4) characterized
by longcorre- readershouldconsultHysell [2000].
lation times, i.e., narrow spectral widths. The latter is interpreted as evidence that these irregularities are field aligned

(very aspectsensitivein the north-southdirection). On this
occasionthe irregularities occurred at higher altitudes than
before, between 950 and 1450 km compared to 600-1000 km.
The echoesin these recent observationswere quite localized

in the east-westdirection (they were much strongerin the
west beam than in the east beam). Furthermore,usinginterferometry we determined that the irregularities were in

the form of blobs,aspectsensitivein the east-west(as well
as north-south)directionwith aspectanglewidths as small

The Jicamarca radar which is sensitiveto the 3-m plasma
irregularities produced during ESF events, has contributed
extensively to the understanding of these very common

nighttime phenomena[e.g., Hysell, 2000 and references
therein]. The daytime occurrenceof these 3-m irregularities is very puzzling, not only becausemost observations are
confined to the nighttime, but physically they are harder
to explain considering the stabilizing effect of the E-region
conductivity during the day. On the other hand, topside sounders have detected irregularities almost until noon

[Dyson,1977].

as 0.2 degrees,particularly when the echoeswere strong.

2. Interferometric
1. Introduction

and

Dual-beam

Observations

In this letter, we report radar observations of daytime

In Figure i we show the antenna setup and pointing direc-

equatorialfield-alignedirregularities(FAI) from the topside tions used for these observations,which are used for the incoof the ionosphere. These irregularities are very uncommon,
herentscattereast-westmode [Kudekiet al., 1999]. Briefly,
they have been observed only three times in the past, all of
them over the Jicamarca Radio Observatory. Woodman et

the Jicamarca antenna is configured to point simultaneously
in two directions, using two independent systems pointing
al. [1985]reportedtwo events(March 26 1974and February -•2.5 ø to the east and west of the geomagnetic meridional
i 1984), and there is a third unpublishedevent (only a pho- plane, respectively. The thick oval represent the half power
tograph from the oscilloscope)
that was observedon April region of each beam which are labeled by the letters E
21 1982 between 1530 and 1600 LT.
and W, respectively. The independence of the systems is
These new radar observationswere made on April 11 2000 obtained using two orthogonal polarizations, one for each
as part of the April-2000 Incoherent scatter world day cam- transmitting beam. Associated with each pointing direction
paign. What is new for this time is that the Jicamarca radar is a two-antenna receiving interferometer consisting of rectwas operating in the new east-west dual beam interferometer
angular sectionsof the same polarization as the one used in

modeusedfor zonaland verticaldrift measurements
[Kudeki transmission,i.e., the rectangularsectionsNW (composed
et al., 1999],whichallowsus to extractmoreinformationon of the North and West quarters) and SE are used for the
the daytime irregularities compared to the previous obser-

vations.

As before, we are referring to these new observations as

daytime equatorialspreadF (ESF) irregularitiesfor consistency.

However, we think the name is questionable

East beam; and the rectangular sections NE and SW are
used for the West beam. The loci of perpendicularity to the

magneticfield are shownfor heights400 (plus signs),800
(stars) and 1200 km (diamonds)above Jicamarca,according to the IGRF2000 magnetic field model. It is important
to note that both interferometer

1Alsoat Laboratoriode Fisica,Universidadde Piura, Piura,
Peril

tal setupare presentedby Kudekiet al. [1999].
The
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baselines are •45 ø from the

magnetic field lines. More specificdetails on the experimenmeasurements

pulse period (Ire)

were conducted

with

a 10 ms inter-

(1500 km), and 3-baud Barker coded

transmitted pulseswith a total width of 300/•s and a baud
width of 100/•s to provide a nominal range resolution of 15
km with decodedreturns. During normal incoherent scatter
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the echoeswerecomingalwaysfrom the topsideof the F region.

In Figure 2 we show an example of the spectral characteristics of daytime ESF after coherent integration. As one
can see, these irregularities are very strong and present rela-

tively long correlationtimes (i.e., spectralwidths more than
two ordersof magnitudenarrowerthan incoherentscatter).
The top row of Figure 2 correspondsto the spectra (2a
and 2b), powerprofiles(includingnoise) (2c), normalized
crossspectralmagnitudeor coherence(2d), and crossspectral phase(2e) for the West data. Similar plots are shown
for the East data in the bottom row. The crossspectra have

been normalizedwith respectto signalpower(no noise).
From the spectral data, we get values of Doppler shifts

(Vd),spectralwidths,and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The
coherentechoes(above--950 km) are muchstrongerin the
West beam than in the East beam (--10 dB) and are up to
two ordersof magnitudestrongerthan the incoherentscatter
echoes at the F peak. On the other hand, the incoherent
scatter echoes show similar power profiles in both beams,

givingusconfidence
on the goodsensitivityof both systems.

In bothbeams,Ivl < 1 m s-• andthe spectralwidthshave
Figure

comparable magnitudes.
In addition, there are significant differences in power

1. Antenna configuration. Two beams were transmit-

ted, onepointingto the East(E) andonepointingto the West (Figure 2h) betweenthe two receivingantennasof the East
(W). A sketchof the receivinginterferometerfor each pointing beam (-•5-10 dB), particularlyabove950 km (thin profiles
direction is shownbelow/besideeach beam. The loci of perpen- showlower valuesthan the thick profiles). Note also that
dicul•rity to the magneticfield are shownfor 400, 800 and 1200 the powerprofileof the NW antenna(thick line) has a simkm above

Jicamarca.

ilar shape than the profiles of the West pointing antennas

(i.e., SW and NE). Becauseof the similarityin the IS profiles
(below800 km) and someof the coherentprofiles(between
850 and 950 km), we are alsocertain of the goodsensitivity
of both receiving antennas of the East beam. We discuss
these differences in secti9n 3.

observationsthe sampling window is between 45 and 930 km.
Complex raw data are recorded for each of the four receiving
channels.

The coherence
value•for the West data (i.e., SW, NE)
are very high (>0.9), while thosefrom the East data (i.e.,
NW, SE) are lessthan 0.5. The phase values are pretty
muchconstantin frequency(only one gray tone) when the

Having noticed the presenceof echoesat higher altitudes,
we changed to a higher sampling window, namely between
500 and 1400 km, during the time interval 1440 to 1530 LT.
The first echoeswere outside the original sampling window,
so there are no digital records about when they started.
Since the phenomenonis not common, we varied the IPP to

excluderange aliasingfrom other sources(e.g., the Moon,
ionosphericechoesfrom higher altitudes). The echoesre-

coherenceis high.
For each beam we have only one interferometer baseline,
which is not enough to determined the complete horizontal
sizes and position of the irregularities. However, knowing
that these irregularities are highly field-aligned, i.e., very

mained in the same position in the oscilloscope,proving that

aspectsensitivein the north-south(NS) direction, we can
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Figure 2. Spectrograms,
powerprofilesand crossspectrograms
(magnitudeand phase)for the two interferometers,top row for the
West

beam

data

and bottom

row for the East

beam

data.
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3. Discussion

0.95

As we discussbelow, most of our observations, particularly those above 950 km, can be explained if we assumean
anisotropic Gaussian blob with the following characteristic

0.90

features: (1) infinitely elongatedin the NS direction (i.e.,
field aligned),(2) variablewidth in the EW direction,and
(3) centeredoff-verticalin the EW direction.Thesefeatures
couldrepresentdifferentphysicalmechanisms(e.g., a small
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Figure 3. Calculatedtheoreticalvaluesfor different EW angular widths of a single field-aligned anisotropic Gaussian blob.

blob with variable EW widths or a large aspect-sensitive

blob, larger than the beam width) but given our current
one-baselineconfiguration, it is difficult for us to get a definite description of the actual scattering mechanism. We
will

limit

our discussion

blob characteristic

to the observations

and the one-

model.

The fact that we consider the irregularities to be field
aligned is highly justified. From a physical point of view,

ambipolardiffusionalongthe magneticfieldwouldnot allow
the buildup of density fluctuationswith long coherencetime
at any angle other than perpendicular to the magnetic field,
inferthe aspe•:t
sensitivity
width(or Brightness
width)in especially at wavelengths much shorter than the ion mean
the east-west(EW) directionfrom the measuredcoherence free path suchas the 3-m wavelengththat concernsus here.
values.We haveusedequations6 and 7 of Chauet al. [2000] Only at angles almost perpendicular to the magnetic field,
which apply for a general two dimensional approach, take the projected velocity of the gyro centers of the electrons

into accountthe geometryof the experiment(antennasizes are smallenoughto explainthe smallDopplerwidths (large
and positions),and assumean anisotropicGaussianblob coherencetime).
centeredon the beamandwith its axesalignedparallel (NS)
As we saw in section 2, the EW widths vary considerably
and transverse(EW) to the magneticfield lines. This ap- with time and height and can be as low as 0.2ø. Moreover,

proach is neededgiven that the intekferometerbaselinesfor
both beams are not aligned with either the parallel or the
transverse directions to the magnetic field. In Figure 3 we
show the coherence values of the interferometer

as a function

of the EW angular width. Notice that when the EW width
of the blob is larger than the resulting antenna beam width
of the transmitting and receiving patterns, the coherenceis
mostly determined by the latter, and approachesthe value
of •0.77.

there is a clear correlation with the intensity of the echoes,
i.e., the stronger the echoesthe narrower the EW widths.
We are assumingthat our characteristic blob is centered
off-vertical, because the echoes are consistently stronger

(morethan 10 dB) in the West beamthan in the East beam.
Moreover, the echoesfrom the East receiving antennas are
coming from almost the same volume as the echoesfrom the
West antennas, given the very good agreementin the shape

of the powerprofilesand the spectralinformation(not shown
In Figure 4 we showthe range-timecontoursof (a) SNR, here), particularlyfrom the echoesreceivedat the NW anand (b) EW aspectsensitivitywidth (from coherenceval- tenna.
ues). Figure 4c showsthe time seriesof cross-correlation With our current interferometer, the angular ambiguity
phasesfor different rangeswith different gray tones for each
range. The EW widths are as small as 0.2ø, and there are

is less than 1.15ø, so we are not able to use the phase in-

times (e.g., around 1458 LT) when EW width approaches
the antenna beam width. For most of the heights, the phase

a) SNR (dB): SW,NE

slopeasfunction
oftimeisverysmall(•0.006øs-x) andcor-
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We are not showing the results of the east beam, because
the SNR was very weak and the coherencewas low. More-

over,the East echoesstarted at lowerranges(850 km) and
lasted for the sametime as the west echoes(seesection3
below).
In general, the measuredvertical drifts at F-region heights

were•15 m s-1 upwardas usual,whilethe Dopplervelocities of the irregularities(not shownhere) were between-1

and I m s-1. The F-regionzonaldrifts were•30 m s-x
westward also close to usual values. As it was shown by

Fejer et al. [1985], thesedrift valuesare not expectedto
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vary much with altitude, particularly for this time of the
Day: 11-Apr-2000
day and for solar max conditions. The other ionospheric
conditions before, during, and after the occurrenceof these
Figure 4. Range-timediagramsof (a) SNR, (b) aspectsensitivirregularities were also about normal for this time of the ity width in the East-Westdirection,and (c) interferometerphase,

year, i.e., Kp - 2 (quiet conditions),foF2 - 13.50MHz and

using the West interferometer. Only data with SNR greater than

F10.7-

-6 dB are shown.

182.4.
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formation to determine the absolute origin of the echoes.
In addition,from our observations,
theseechoes(1) are
However, we have plotted the antenna patterns for both the aspect sensitive in the east-west magnetic direction with
East and West beams at the loci of perpendicularity for dif- widths as small as 0ø2ø, particularly when the echoesare

ferent heights(resultsnot shownhere), and we are certain strong,(2) they drift very slowlyacrossthe beam,and (3)
that the echoesare coming around the main lobe of the West
beam, i.e., the East antennas are seeingthe echoesvia sidelobes. Therefore, our characteristic blab is centered around

are localized

is much smaller

anism behind

in the EW

direction.

Although the daytime F region irregularities have some
characteristicssimilar to those of nighttime ESF, i.e., en2.5ø to the west of the geomagneticmeridianal plane for all hancedpower over the incoherentscatter echoesand longer
the altitudes (950-1450km). In addition, from the phase correlation times, we are not in position to propose a defiinformation
we can determine
if the characteristic
blab is
nite physical explanation for their existence. For future obdrifting acrossthe beam. From Figure 4c, we can see that
servations,it would be important to know the ionospheric
there is a very small drifting, i.e., phase slope is very small conditions at E-region heights corresponding to the same
forall rangesandtherefore
thewestward
drift (•0.5 m s-x) magnetictubes, to get a better insight on the physicalmechthan the zonal drift

measured

at the lower

these echoes.

heights. The small EW velocity will also explain why the

blab did not drift from onebeam (E) to the other (W).
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observations can be explained by slight differences in the
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